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ABSTRACT 
For Banach lattices E and F, S!(E,F) is the space of all continuous linear operators E-+F, 
Y’(E, F) is the vector space of all regular continuous linear operators E+F which is endowed with 
the r-norm. This paper concerns the problems: (1) is every continuous linear operator E+Fregular? 
(2) if the answer to (1) is “yes”, there is a further problem: is its operator norm in Y(E, F) equal 
to its r-norm in Y’(E, F)? A series of conclusions is obtained for cases in which each of E and F 
is one of Banach lattices 1, (1 sp< m), I,, ce, c, CIO, l] and C(X). 
INTRODUCTION 
For Banach lattices E and F, Y(E, F) is the space of all continuous linear 
operators E-+F, Y+(E,F) is the set of all positive elements of 9(&Q. In 
general, Y(E, F) possibly is not a vector lattice. Let Y(E, F) denote the vector 
space of all regular operators E-+F (i.e., every element T of Y’(E, F) possesses 
a decomposition T= Tl - Tz where T, and Tz are positive and continuous) in 
which the r-norm // . [jr is defined (cf. IV. $ 1 of [S]) by 
IIT/I,=inf {I~T,+T,I/:T=T,-T,,Ti~P’(E,F) (i=1,2)). 
Equivalently, Ij Tllr = inf { //2T, - T/I : Tl E 5!‘(E, F) with Tl L T}. It is easy to 
see: for every TEB’(E,F), (1) IITIIsIITII,; (2) if To>T and To?--T then 
llTollrllTllr. (Indeed, since T=+[(T,+T)-(To-T)] and T,+T, To-TE 
EY+(E,F), wehave llTllrr113[(To+T)+(T,-T)]ll=IIToII.)Ther-normmakes 
Y’(E,F) into an ordered Banach space (cf. IV. Exert. 3 of [S]). If F is order 
* The research work was done at the Catholic University in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. 
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complete, then 11 Tllr= 11 I TI I/ and in th is case 9”(E,F) is an order complete 
Banach lattice (cf. IV. 1.4 of [S]). 
When studying the relationship between Y(E,F) and Y(E,F), two basic 
problems come to us: for Banach lattices E and F, is every continuous linear 
operator E+F regular? and if the answer to this problem is “yes”, there is a 
further problem: is its operator norm in 5!(E,F) equal to its r-norm in 
Y(E, F)? (or, whether or not L?(E, F) = Y’(E, F) and whether or not 6p(E, F) = 
= Y’(E, F) where the meanings of “ = ” and “ = ” will be explained below.) So 
far, the two problems are still far from their solutions. An essential theorem 
concerning the problems is Theorem 1.5 of Chap. IV of [S] which will be 
quoted in Section 1. In this paper we consider the problem, taking for E and 
F certain classical Banach lattices, that is, each of E and F is one of Banach 
lattices lp (1 sp<a), l,, co, c, C[O, l] and C(X). Most of these cases we can 
settle in Section 2. 
While considering the classical Banach lattices, we find that some special 
observations can be extended to general situations. As necessary preparations 
for Section 2 we put them into Section 1. 
The basic terminology and elementary facts can be found, for instance, in 
[S]. By 1;“(E, F) = Y(E, F) we mean that every element of Y(E, F) is regular. By 
Y(E, F) # Y(E, F) we mean that there exists an element of Y(E, F) which is not 
regular. By Y(E, F) = Y’(E, F) we mean that Y(E, F) = S?(E, F) and II TII = II T/I, 
for every TE Y(E, F). 
In this paper, X and Y are always compact Hausdorff spaces and they 
are always infinite. (If a compact Hausdorff space X is finite, it is clear 
that, for every Banach lattice F, y(C(X), F) = U’(C(X), F) and Y(F, C(X))= 
= Y’(F, C(X)).) We define 
Xl: = {xEX: there exist x1,x2, . . . in X with xi#xj (ifj) and lim x,=x}. 
n+m 
The cardinal of X, is denoted by Card X,. If X, is infinite, we denote simply 
Card X,= 03. When we say “a nontrivial sequence {x,},, N” we always 
assume that xi#xj (i#j). If a nontrivial sequence {x,},,~ converges to x,, we 
assume that x, ZX, (n E N). 
The characteristic function of a subset A of X is denoted by lA. 
I wish to thank Prof. A. van Rooij for his helpful talks while preparing this 
paper. 
1. NECESSARY THEOREMS AND LEMMAS 
Before starting our discussion, we mention an essential theorem (cf. Theorem 
1.5 of Chap. IV of [S]) as follows. 
THEOREM 1 .O. Let E, F be Banach lattices. Then 6p(E, F) = Y’(E, F) whenever 
at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) F is an order complete AM-space with unit. 
(2) E is an AL-space, and there exists a positive contractive projection 
P: F**+F. 
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For TE Y(E,F), T*:F*-+E* is the adjoint operator. We know that if T is 
regular then T* is also regular, but the map T+T* need not preserve the 
r-norm. If F is reflexive, the situation can be improved much. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E be a Banach lattice and F a reflexive Banach lattice. 
(1) For any 52 E Y(F*, E *), there exists a TE Y(E, F) such that T* = Q, i.e. 
do(F*,E*)={T*:T&?(E,F)}. 
(2) Y(E, F) = Y’(E, F) if and only if Y(F*, E *) = Y’(F*, E*). 
(3) L?(E, F) = Y’(E, F) if and only if Y(F*, E *) = Y’(F*, E*). 
PROOF. (1). For BEY(F*,E*), set T: =O*lE. Then TEY(E,F) and T*=O. 
(2) and (3) are not difficult to prove; we leave the proofs to reader. q 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E1,E2 and F be Banach lattices. Suppose there exist 
diI E 5p(EI, E,) and Q2 E 5?(Ez, E,) such that djzQl is the identity map of El. 
Then 
(1) if sP1 2 0 and P(Ez, F) = 6p’(Ez, F), then Y(E,, F) = Y(E,, F); 
(2) if @, L 0, 11 D1 11 . I/ dszll = 1 and 5?(Ez, F) = J?(Ez, F) then Y(El, F) = Y(E1, F); 
(3) if Q2 2 0 and Y(F, E2) = Y(F, E2), then A!(F, E,) = Y(F, E,); 
(4) if Qj2 L 0, I[ Q1 11 . I/ &II = 1 and Y(F, Ez) = Y’(F, E2) then Y(F, El) = Y’(F, E,). 
The proof is direct without difficulty. We omit it. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let F be a Banach lattice and X a compact Hausdorff 
space. Suppose there exists a nontrivial convergent sequence in X. Then 
(1) if Y(C(X), F) = Y’(C(X), F), then Y(c, F) = U’(c, F); 
(2) if Y(C(X), F) = U’(C(X), F), then Y(c, F) = U’(c, F); 
(3) if J?(F, C(X)) = Y’(F, C(X)), then P(F, c) = da’(F, c); 
(4) if Y(F, C(X)) = b;p”(F, C(X)), then da(F, c) = U’(R c). 
PROOF. Let {GAdh be a nontrivial convergent sequence in X. We construct 
pairwise disjoint open sets U, (n E Kl) such that t,, E U,, , and choose h, E C(X) 
(n E iN) such that 0~ h,l 1, h,(t,) = 1 and h, = 0 outside U,,. For all 
a=(al,az,...)fzc (aoo: =limn+, a,), since the series C,“=, (a,-a,)h, is 
uniformly convergent, we can define @i E L?(c, C(X)) by 
@,a=a,l,+ i (a,-a,)h,. 
ll=l 
Obviously Q1 10. Now we define Qz E U’(C(X), c) by 
c&f = Cf(t& f (t2), . . . ) for all f e C(X). 
Then &@r is the identity map of c and ll@ill= IIQzII = 1. By Theorem 1.2, the 
conclusion follows immediately. 0 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let F be a Banach lattice. 
(1) rf Y(C[O, 11, F) = P(C[O, 11, F), then Y(c, F) = U’(c, F). 
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(2) If L?(C[O, l],F) = Y(C[O, 11, F), then Y(c, F) = Y’(c, F). 
(3) If Y(F, C[O, 11) = Y’(F, C[O, l]), then 2’(E c) = Y’(F, c). 
(4) if S!((F, C[O, 11) = Y(F, CIO, I]), then P(F, c) = Y’(F, c). 
The converses of (1) and (2) of Corollary 1.4 are not true. For instance, we 
shall see below that Y(c, c)= Y(c, c) (Theorem 2.13), but P(C[O, I], c) # 
# Y”(C[O, 11, c) (Theorem 2.12). We do not know whether the converses of (3) 
and (4) of Corollary 1.4 are true or false. 
Applying Theorem 1.2, we take co as El and c as E2 while the map @i is the 
identity map from co into c and the map Q2: c-+c, is defined by 
Q2x = (x( 1) - x( CD), x(2) - x(00), . . . ) (x E c, x( 00) : = lim x(n)). 
n-m 
Then we have a corollary as follows. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let F be a Banach lattice. If P’(c, F) = U’(c, F) then 
P(co, F) = U’(c,, F). 
The converse is not true. For instance, we shall see below that Y(co, co)= 
= Y(co, co) (Theorem 2.2), but Y(c, co) # Y(c, co) (Theorem 2.8). 
As preparations for the next section, we make some observations about a 
compact Hausdorff space X. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. If there exists a 
sequence in X which has no convergent subsequence, then there exist a regular 
Bore1 measure ,u and Bore1 measurable functions gl, g2, .., on X such that (a) 
,u(X) = 1, (b) g, = lx, (c) IgJx)I = 1 p-almost everywhere, (d) S g,g,,,dp =0 
(n f m). 
PROOF. Let {y,},, N be a sequence in X which has no convergent sub- 
sequence. We may assume that {y,},, N is nontrivial. Set X2: =X. By 
compactness we can find two distinct accumulation points a and b of the 
sequence in X,. It follows that there exist compact neighborhoods X, and X, 
of a and b, respectively, with X, nX, = 0. Obviously, each of X, and X, 
contains infinitely many points of {y,},, Ne Applying the same argument to 
X, and X,, respectively, we obtain compact subsets X5, X, of X, and X,, Xs 
of X, such that X,nX,= 0, X,flXs=@ and each of X5, X,, X, and Xs 
contains infinitely many points of {yntnE N. Continuing the method we can 
obtain compact sets X,,Xs,X,,X,, . . . in which each Xl contains infinitely 
many points of (y, ),, N and contains two disjoint sets, X2,-i and X2i. 
We now construct a regular Bore1 measure ,U on X such that 
t*) p(Xj)=-&if iE{2”-l+1,...,2”), nEit4. 
To this end, we take xi EX~ (i= 2,3, . ..) and for f E C(X) define 
M.f)=& tf(x2~-~+*)+ ..* +f(xz~)h r.2Elk.J. 
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Let D : = (f~ C(X) : lim,,, G,(j) exists}. Obviously, D is a linear subspace of 
C(X) and lX~ D. Define 0 :D+R by 
@df) = lim @J,(J) for all f E D. 
n-+m 
It is easy to see that 4 ED * with #(lx) = 1 and 11@1/ = 1. Use the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem to extend 4 to @ E C(X) *% so @(lx) = 1 and /I @]I = 1. Thus, @ corre- 
sponds to a regular Bore1 measure p. To show that the measure p satisfies (*), 
for HEN and i~(2”-r+l,..., 2n} we take g E C(X) such that g = 1 on Xi and 
g=O on Xzz-l+, U . . . UX,- r UXi+ i U . . . UXy. Thus, g = lx: on the support of 
p. It is easy to see that 
~=~,(g)=~~+l(g)=~,;zdp)=.... 
Consequently, g ED and 
1 
-  = lim @j(g) =4(g) = @(g) = S  gdp = j l&p =p(Xi). 2”-’ j-m 
Make Bore1 measurable functions gl, g,, . . . on X such that 
g,=(-1)‘onXiifiE{2”-1+1,...,2n), n~/rJ. 
It is easy to check that g1,g2, . . . are as desired. 0 
In the above proof, let Yj: =X,~+I _ r (i E N). We can prove easily the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. If there exists a 
sequence &I, E N in X which has no convergent subsequence, then there exist 
compact subsets Y,, Y2, . . . of X and mutually disjoint open subsets U,, U,, . . . 
of X such that each of Yi contains infinitely many points of {x,,},,,~ and 
YjC Vi (i E N). 
2.ABOUTSOMECLASSICALBANACHLATTICES 
In this section, we shall answer the problems: whether or not 9(&F) = 
= Y’(E,F) and whether or not 9(&F) = -P(E,F) for some classical Banach 
lattices, that is, each of E and Fis one of the Banach lattices ZP (1 cpr oo), l,, 
co, c, CIO, l] and C(X). 
In f,, I,, co and c, we denote e,: =(l,O,O,O ,... ), e2: =(O,l,O,O ,... ), . . . and 
e: =(l,l,l,... ). 
THEOREM 2.1. 9(11, F) = Pr(II, F) for every Banach lattice F. 
PROOF. Suppose SE 9(/i, F). For every x= (x(1),x(2), . ..) E I,, in the sense of 
norm convergence, x = CE L x(i)ei, and hence SX = CE, x(i)Sej. AS 
j, llxW%l II 5 ii1 Ix(Ol IWill I( j, lxCi)lWll <a, 
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we can define T:I1+F by 
TX= f x(i)\Seil for all XEI~. 
i=l 
Obviously, TE Y((I,,F) with TzO, TrS and I/T]1 I I/S/. Hence, SE~P’(I~,F). 
Since TzS and T> -S, we claim jlSllr~IITll+Sli. Consequently, 
IlSll = IIW. LJ 
A positive element of a Riesz space E is said to be discrete if every g E E 
satisfying 0 5 g rfis a scalar multiple off, i.e., there is a L E IR such that g = 1f. 
If.f-1, . . ..f. are discrete and linearly independent in E, it is clear that j$fj = 0 
(i#j). If F is an AM-space (e.g. C(Y), CIO, 11, c, cc,) and E is one of I, 
(1 <p< W) and co, so el,ez, . . . are discrete in E and the linear hull of el, e2, . . . 
is norm dense in E, we can conclude Y(E, F)= Y’(E,F). In fact, there is a 
more general theorem as follows. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Banach lattice and F an AM-space. If the linear 
hull E. of all discrete elements of E is norm dense in. E, then Y(E, F)= 
E Y’(E, F). 
PROOF. Suppose SEY(E,F). For every feEo, f= Cr=, nifi where fl,...,fn 
are discrete and linearly independent in E and &E [R (i= 1, . . . , n), we define 
To:Eo-+F by 
Tof= ii, 4lSIl. 
By the orthogonality of fi, . . . . f, it is easy to see that 
Hence, since F is an AM-space, 
II Tof IIFs II i, lni9iI IIF= II sup fI &iJ-isJ;:llF 
.~,...,E~E{-1.1) i=l 
5 IISII, E ,,,‘, EnE( -,,,~ II j, EiAiAIIE= IISII *IVIlE* sup 
For every g E E, since E. is norm dense in E there are g,, g,, . . . E E. such that 
lirnndoJ g,, =g (in this proof, every convergence means norm convergence) and 
we define T: E+F by 
Tg = lim Tog,. 
n-tm 
Then T is an extension of To and I/ ToI1 = 1) TII I ]lS]l . Since To2 0 on E. and 
f E E. implies If 1 EEL, for gr0 if g=lim,,, g, (g, E Eo) we have 
Tg = T/g1 = T lim jg,j = lim Tolg,l L 0. 
n+m n-m 
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That is, TLO. For the same reason, it follows from To> +S on E0 that 
TI +S. Therefore, SczY’(E,F) and //SI/,< fITI/ 5 IlSll, so jlS/I,= I/SI/. The proof 
is complete. 0 
THEOREM 2.3. If l<p<m, l<q<ca and 3+1/q-l/p>O, then -!$,,IJ+ 
f =m~p, &I. 
PROOF. Define bi, b2, b3, . . . E I2 by 
b,=2-+(I, l,O,O ,... ), 
b2=2-+(l, - l,O,O, . ..). 
bs=4-+(0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0 ,... ), 
bq=4+(0,0,1,-l,l,-l,O,O ,... ), 
b5=4-+(O,O,l, 1, -1, -l,O,O ,... ), 
b6=4-+(O,O,l,-l,-l,l,O,O ,... ), 
b7=8-+(0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0 ,... ), 
Then UdnEN is an orthonormal basis in I,. In this proof the symbol (’ , *) 
represents the inner product in Z2. 
(1) Let p (1 <pr2) and q (1 rq<2) be given. 
Let q1 be determined by the formula l/q, + 3 = l/q. Then q < ql. Since 
3+1/q-l/p-l/q,=++l/q-l/p-(l/q-+)=l-l/p>O, or++l/q-l/p> 
> 1 /ql, we can choose a number a (q < a < ql) so close to q1 that 3 + 1 /q - 
-l/p>l/a>l/qi. Let A(n): =n-l’a @EN). Then A=(A(~),A(~),...)E~,,. 
Define SE =Y(12, I& by 
Sx= (A(l)@, b,),k(2)(x, b2), . ..) for all XEZ,. 
In particular, we have 
lSenI=(2k)-+(0 ,..., 0,1(2k-1) ,..., A(2k+1-2),0,0 ,...) 
if n~z{2~--1,..., 2k+1-2}, kEkJ. 
Let I be the identity map of lP into i2 and @ : =X. Then C$ E Y(Z,, 1,). 
Now, we prove that @ is not regular. Suppose @ is regular. Then there is a 
TE U’(l,, IJ with Tr @. Set TI : = T- @. Then (T+ T,)e,r I@e,l = ISe,l. 
(Indeed, (T+ TI)en 2 Ten L @e, and (T+T,)enrTIen=(T-@)e,r -@en.) 
Hence 
p-2 pi’-2 
C (T+T&%r C ISen1 = 
n=z*-1 n=z*-1 
= (29i(O )..., 0,1(2k-1) )..., A(2k+r-2),0,0 )... ). 
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Thus, for ke N, since A(1) >1(2)> . . . we have 
> (yf)ypj@’ 1)4)1/q = (py’ lh(2kf I)- I/a* - 
We notice that 3+ l/q- l/p- l/o>O, so 
IIT+ Till L2-1’a(2k)i+1’q-1’a-1’P,w (as k-+w). 
This contradicts the fact T+ Ti E -!?(I,, 1,). 
(2) Let p (1 <ps 2) and q (2 rq< 00) be given such that p and q satisfy 
++ l/q- l/p>O. 
In the proof of Part (l), we consider ql-+ o3 and a-too, so that 
A=(l,l,l,... )E/,. Define SE=.Y((I~,I~) by 
Sx=((x,bl),(x,b2) ,...) for all XEI,. 
Let I be the identity map of Zp into l2 and Q,: = SI. Then @ E Y(I,, 1,) (since 
12clq). Suppose there exists a TE Y’(l,,l,) with Tr @. Set T,: = T- @. 
Continuing as in the proof of Part (l), we can obtain a contradiction: 
I/T+ TI/l 1(2k)i+1’q-1’p--+cx (as k+w). 
Therefore, @ is not regular in Y(f,,1q). 
(3) Let p (21p< 00) and q (2rq< 03) be given. 
We know from Part (1) and (2) that 5!(f,,~,)#Y(Z,,/,) (1~~12, l<qs2). 
By Theorem 1.1, 5?(f,, Iq) # Y’(l,, IJ (2 sp c 00, 2 5 q < 00) follows immediately. 
(4) Let p (2<p< 03) and q (1 I q<2) be given. 
Let the number q1 be determined by the formula l/q1 + 3 = l/q. Then q1 > q. 
We can choose a number a such that q< a< ql. Let A(n) : = K 1’a (n E n\l). 
Then A=(A(l),A(2) ,... )elq,. 
Let the number p1 be determined by the formula l/p1 + l/p = 3. It is clear 
that p, > 2. For the chosen a, since l/q - l/a> 0, we can choose a number /I 
(2c/3<pl) so close to pi that l/q- l/a>l/j3+ l/p-+>O. Hence, we obtain 
++ l/q- l/a- l//3- l/p>O. 
Let e(n): =n-“P (n~iN). Then f?=(8(1),19(2),...)~Z,,. 
For x E Z,, the symbol ( 0, x) is defined by ( 0, X> = (8(1)x( I), 0(2)x(2), . . . ). It is 
clear that the operator x+ (0, x) is a linear continuous operator from Z, into lz. 
Now, we define SE Y(l,, Iq) by 
Sx=(A(l)((e,x),bl),A(2)((e,x),bz),...) for all XEI,. 
In particular, we have 
ISenl=(2k)-te(n)(o ,..., 0,;1(2k-l) ,..., A(2k+1-2),0,0 ,...) 
if n~(2~-l,..., 2kf1-2}, kElN. 
We proceed to prove that S is not regular. Suppose S is regular. Then there 
is a TE A?‘(b, Iq) with TrS. Set T,: = T-S. Then (T+ TI)e,? (Se,( (n E N). 
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Also since e(l) r o(2) 2 . . . , we have 
pA’-2 2”+‘-2 
C (T+ T19enr C I% 
n=2X-I n=2k-1 
2 (2k)+q2k+ ‘)(O, . . . , 0, A(2k - 19, . . . , /I(2kf l - 2),0,0, . . . 9. 
Thus, for k~ iN, since A(1)~1(2)r . . . we have 
p-2 
2 (p)bg(p+ ‘)(pqp+ ‘)4)‘4 = (p)“+‘4(p+ ‘)- l/8- l/a* 
We notice that ++ l/q- l/a- l//3- l/p>O, so 
IIT+Tlll~2- l//3- I/a 2k ++ l/q- I/a- 1/p- l/p+oo cas k-,m) ( 9 
This contradicts the fact T+ TI E Y(l,, lq). 0 
REMARK. We still do not know what happens to the relationship between 
-!?(I,, Iq) and Yr(IP, Eq) if p and q satisfy the condition: 1 <pl2, 2 < q < 00 and 
+ + I/q - l/p 10. We put it here as an open question. 
LEMMA 2.4. ~(~,,~,)#Y’(~,,/,)(hq<2). 
PROOF. Let a number a be chosen such that 3 < l/a< l/q. Then 
,,i, (n-l’y= 03 and i (~“~)~<oo. 
fl=l 
By Dvoretzky-Rogers’ theorem (cf. Theorem l.c.2 of [LT]), there is an un- 
conditionally convergent series CFzp_, x, in Z, such that li~,II~~=n-“~ for every 
n. Define S:l,-+Z, by 
Sy = f y(n)x, for all y = (y(l), y(2), . . . ) E 1,. 
n=1 
Then Se,=x,, (no IN) and SE Y(/,,Z,) (cf. p. 16 of [LT]). 
Suppose S is regular. Then there exists a TE Y+(Z,,Z,) with TzS. Set 
T,: = T-S. Then (T+ T,)e,r ISe,j and 
IIT+ Tdlq~ /IV+ Tl9( c, en911q= ig, [ niI NT+ T~9en9(i91q 
2 nF, IjSe,llq= f, (n-l’a)q+~ (as N-+03). 
This contradicts the fact T+ T, E 5U(E,, 1,). Therefore, S is not regular. 0 
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COROLLARY 2.5. da(c, IQ) f Y”‘(c, I,), Y(co, 1,) f Pf(co, I,) and for every 
(infinite) compact Hausdorff space X, Y(C(X), &) # Y’(C(X), IJ (15 q < 2). 
PROOF. In the proof of Lemma 2.4, replacing 1, by c and co, respectively, we 
can prove Y(c, l,) # Y”‘(c, ZJ and P(co, /,) # Y”(co, l,) (1 I q c 2). 
It remains to prove Y(C(X), /J # U”(C(X), IJ (15 q< 2). Since the compact 
Hausdorff space X is infinite we can construct a nontrivial sequence {t,},, M 
and mutually disjoint open sets U,, (n E n\l) such that t,, E U,, (n E ~P.I). Thus, for 
each n E M we choose h, E C(X) such that 01 h,r 1, h,(t,) = 1 and h, = 0 
outside U,. In the proof of Lemma 2.4, we only need to change the definition 
of S into 
Sf = i f(t,)x, for all f E C(X). 
n=l 
Then Sh, =x, (n E /FJ) and SE P(C(X), &). Now, we can complete the proof in 
the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.4. 0 
We know from Theorem 2.3 that Y(I,, It)# Yr(ZP, I,) (1 <p< 03). By 
Theorem 1.1 it follows that Y(co, Z4) # Y(co, ZJ (1 <q < a). Combining this 
result with Corollary 2.5 we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.6. &I”(co, IQ) + mco, Iq) (15 4 < 00). 
COROLLARY 2.7. P(c, kq) # Y”‘(c, l,) (1 <q< 03). 
PROOF. Corollary 1.5 and Corollary 2.6. q 
THEOREM 2.8. For every (infinite) compact Hausdorff space X, Y(C(X), co) # 
# WC(X), co). 
PROOF. Case I. There exists a nontrivial convergent sequence {x~}~ E M in X. 
Suppose {xn}neN converges to x0. Define SE P(C(X), co) by 
Sf = cf(xl ) -f&0), f (x2) -f (x0), . . . ) for all f E C(X). 
We proceed to prove that S is not regular. Suppose S is regular. Then there is 
a TE Y”‘(C(X), co) with Tr S. It is clear that for each couple of x, and x0 
there exists a function fne C(X) such that Orf,s 1, f,(x,J = 1 and f,(xo) =O. 
Now, for every n E n\l, we have 
Vl~NO 1 (Tfn)(n) 2 @f,)(n) =f,(xJ -f,(xo) = 1. 
But T~,E co. Contradiction. 
Case II. There exists a sequence in X which has no convergent subsequence. 
By Theorem 1.6, there exist a regular Bore1 measure p and Bore1 measurable 
functions gl, g2, . . . on X such that (a) p(X) = 1, (b) g, = lx, (c) Ign(x)I = 1 
p-almost everywhere, (d) J g,g,,,dp = 0 (n #m). Thus, gl,g2, . . . is an ortho- 
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normal sequence in L2@). Hence, for every feL2(p), so for every f6 C(X), 
lim,,, S fg,dp=O. We define SE y(C(X), cc,) by 
sf=(Sfgldp, Sfg2&...) for allfeC(X). 
(Actually, it is obvious that Sf E Zz and SE P(C(X), E2).) It is easy to check that 
I/S II= 1. We proceed to prove that S is not regular. Since C(X) is dense in 
L2@), for n E N there exists an h, E C(X) with 11 h, -gJLzr+. Set 
h,(x) if - 1 Ih,(x)< 1 
h-,(x): = 1 if h,(x)> 1 
-1 if h,(x)< - 1. 
Then &EC(X), j&l51 and llh-,-g,l/,z~+. By (a) and (c), 
1-S fi,,gn&=S (gn-fink,&~ ll~n-h;,ll~~ll~~ll~~~3. 
Setting f,, : = l,+ fi,,, by (b) and (d) we obtain j f,g,dp = j fi,,g,dp r+. Now, if 
S is regular, then there exists a TE Y’(C(X), cO) with Tr S. For every n E ~PJ, 
we have 
Wlx>(4 2 (Tfn)(n) 2 @f,)(n) = S f,g,dp 2 3. 
But T~,E co. Contradiction. 0 
THEOREM 2.9. For every (infinite) compact Hausdorff space X, Y(C(X), 1,) z 
# Y(C(X), I,) ( 15 q < 03) 1 
PROOF. (1) If there is a nontrivial convergent sequence in X, by Corollary 1.3 
and Corollary 2.7 the conclusion holds. 
(2) If there is a sequence in X which has no convergent subsequence and 
2 5 q< 00, we have shown that S, which is defined in Case II of the proof of 
Theorem 2.8 and is not regular in -P(C(X),c,), is actually an element of 
P(C(X), 12), so SE 5?(C(X), I,) (25q< 00). Now, it is easy to see that this S is 
not regular in L?(C(X), I,). 
Combining (l), (2) and Corollary 2.5, we complete the proof. 0 
Now, we turn to observe the relationship between 9’(C(X), c) and U’(C(X), c), 
and the relationship between J!(C(X), CIO, 11) and P(C(X), C[O, 11). We need 
some lemmas first. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. If there exists a sequence 
in X which has no convergent subsequence, then S!(C(X), c) # Y’(C(X), c). 
PROOF. Let (Xn),,N be a sequence in X which has no convergent subse- 
quence. By Corollary 1.7 there exist compact subsets Yr, Y2, . . . and mutually 
disjoint open subsets Ur, U,, . . . of X such that each Yi contains infinitely 
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many points of {xn}neN and Y&U, (in N). Hence, for each VEIN, there 
exists an hip C(X) such that 01 his 1, hi= 1 on Yi and hi= 0 on X\ Ui. We 
can see from the proof of Theorem 2.8 that for each ie N there exists an 
Si E 5?(C( Yi), cc) with the properties: 
(a> INI = 1 
(b) there exist AI,hf, . . . in C( Yi) such that Olfi, 5 1 and (SiJ;:n)(n) Z$ 
(n E N). 
Since every compact set Yj is C*-embedded in X (cf. 6.9(b) of [GJ]), we 
assume that each A,, extends to $, E C(X) with Orfi(< 1 (i, n E N). 
Define S: C(X)+c, by 
(Sf)(2’-‘(2j- 1)) = l/i(Si(fj~i))~) (i,jE N) for all f E C(X) 
i.e., V = CWI I,)), %Wl Y,MU, C%Ul Y,NC% f&dfI I,)), CW Y,M~), 
3(S2Vl Y,))(2)> cwl Y,))(4), -wd.fl Y,))(l), a** ).
Observe that llS]l I 1. Hence S E y(C(X), cc,), so S E L?(C(X), c). We proceed 
to prove that S is not regular in LQC(X), c). Suppose S is regular. Then there 
is a TE U+(C(X),c) with TrS. Take ic IN. We have Th,r T(&~hi)>S($h,), 
HEN). Since fihily,=f, and$hily*=O (k#i;j,k~N) and by (b), 
Thi(2’-‘(2j- 1))~ l/$$&)(j)r l/i.+, 
SO Thi(oO): =limn-,m (Thj)(n)Z l/i*+. Hence, 
(Tlx)(cn): = lim (Tlx)(n)k(T(h, + . . . + hi))(m) 
n-+0, 
=(Th,)(a)+ . . . +(Th,)(m)>$(l+ . . . + l/i), 
so (Tlx)(oo) = 00. Contradiction. 0 
LEMMA 2.11 y Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then 
(1) if 5!(C(X), c) = y”‘(C(X), c), then X, is finite (i.e., Card X,< w), 
(2) ifL?(C(X), c) = P(C(X), c), then Xl has only one element (i.e., Card X,= 1). 
PROOF. (1) Since A?(C(X),c) = U’(C(X),c) and we know II . II I ]]a llr, the 
identity map of U’(C(X),c) into L?(C(X),c) is closed, hence there exists an 
m>O such that, for every @E L?(C(X), c), Il@llr~rnlj@l/ (by the closed-graph 
theorem). 
Suppose X, is infinite. For an arbitrary NE N, take xlm, . . . ,xNm EX~ and 
Xi= {Xioo,Xil,Xi2, . . . > such that (Xin}nE~ is a nontrivial sequence which con- 
verges to Xi, and XinXj = 0 if i#j (i,j = 1, . . . , N). Define @ E A?(C(X), c) by, 
for all f e C(X), 
~f=df(x*l)-f(Xloo),...,f(XN*)-f(XNm), 
f(k)-f(h), . . ..f(xN2)-f(+ce). . ..). 
i.e. @f((j-l)N+i)=f(xU)-f(xim) (i~{l,...,N}, HEN). Obviously, 1}@/1=2 
and (@f)(m): =limn,oo (@f)(n)=O. 
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Take an arbitrary YE U’(C(X), c) with Yr @ (the condition L?(C(X), c) = 
= U’(C(X), c) guarantees the existence of Y). Define r,~,, wl, v/~, . . . E C(X)*+ 
by, for all f E C(X), 
Thus, Yf=(wI(f),w2(f),...) and ~&)=lim,,, u/,(j). For XEX, define 
&EC(X)*+ by 
S,cf) =f(x) for all ffz C(X). 
Obviously, &~a,, if x#y. Since, for each i, v~-~)~+~?O and ~/~-i)~+~z 
2 4, -i&_, we have ~/~-~)~+~~(~~,-ijx,)’ =&,. Now, for everyfe C(X)+, 
warn = 5; w(p l)N+r 0 r lim &j cf) = lim f(xij) =f(xioJ) = S,_ 0. 
j-m j-m 
Hence, I,V~ ~6~~~ for each i. Furthermore, ~/~r&,, + . . . +SxNm. It follows that 
u’y- ~)fl(m)=2y/,Cf)-OL2df(xl,)+ **+ .f‘(~Ad, 
so [(2Y- @)lx](oo)22N. This implies /12Y- @II 22N. Therefore, 11@1/,22N= 
=NII @/I. By the arbitrariness of N, the conclusion II@Il,rNjlsPII and the 
conclusion I/ @ 11 ,.I m II @ /I are contradictory. 
(2) If X, is infinite, by (l), L?(C(X), c)# L?(C(X), c). If Xl is finite 
and Card X,= N22, we know from the proof of (1) that there exists a 
Q, E P(C(X), c) such that II @ II+ Nil @ II > II @/I. This is a contradiction to 
L?( C(X), c) = U’( C(X), c) . 0 
THEOREM 2.12. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(1) Every sequence in X has a convergent subsequence and Card X, = n where 
n is a positive integer. 
(2) X is a compactification of a discrete space A such that A is a dense subspace 
of Xand Card (X\A)=n forsome neN. 
(3) There are open and compact subspaces XI, . . . ,X,, of X such that 
X= uy=, Xi and each Xi is the one-point compactification of a discrete 
space. 
(4) For every compact Hausdorff space 2, S!(C(X), C(Z)) = U’(C(X), C(2)). 
(5) =Ytctm, C[O, 11) = -nctm, CP, 11). 
(6) P’tCW), 4 = U’(CtX), cl. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) Every sequence has a convergent subsequence and Card X,= 1. 
(ii) X is the one-point compactifcation of a discrete space. 
(iii) For every compact Hausdorff space 2, 9(C(X), C(Z))= S!‘(C(X), C(2)). 
(iv) 9(C(X), C[O, 11) = L?(C(X), C[O, 11). 
(v) L!(C(X), c) = U’(C(X), c). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.12 AND 2.13. (l)* (2). It is enough to prove that {x} is 
an open set for every XE X \ Xl. As Xl is finite, X \ X, is an open set. Hence, 
for XE X \ Xl there exists an open set V with XE VC PCX\ X,. By (I), 7 is 
finite. Then P\ {x] is finite, hence closed, and {x) = V\ (P\ {x}) is open. 
(2)* (3) and (3)*(l) are easy to prove. 
(i) 8 (ii). It is a. special case of (1) * (3). 
(i)*(iii). Assume X,= {x0}. For f~ C(X), it is clear that the closed set 
(x E X: /f(x) -f(xe)j 2 l/n> is finite, so A : = (x E X: f(x) #f(xc)} is countable. 
Make a countably infinite set Af = {xo,xl~,x2~, . . . ) which contains A. 
Obviously, lim+, xif =x0 and Af is compact. Suppose SE y(C(X), C(Y)). For 
f E C(X), in the sense of norm convergence 
f = LA cfo -f(xoW{x} +f@oYx* 
I 
For each point y E Y and each NE SKI, take ge C(X) such that /gls 1 and 
g(x,)= 1 if i~{l, . . ..N) and S1+Vl(y)?O 
g(x,>= -1 if iE{l,...,N} and Sl+~l(y)<O 
N 
g(x)=1 ifxEAI.\(xif,..., XW) and f%(~) - J, ~l{x~~OW 
N 
g(x)=-1 ifxEAI.\{xif,..., XI& and &J.Y~ - J, +JY~ < 0. 
Then 
II s /I 2 II ~Sll~ wJ4 = iiI WQ - g(xoW {x,}W + &o)SlxQ 
= Ii 
i=l 
Pl{*,]ti)l+ I%&) - c” 
i=l 
As N--+cQ, in the sense of pointwise convergence, we obtain 
(a) IISIIlYr EA IW{x}l+ ISlx- *II* S1{,)1. f I 
Furthermore, in the sense of pointwise convergence, 
(b) w,+ II~Il1,)~~1,+ .,cA w{x})- 
I 
(4 3wx+ IISIIlY)~ LI*, w{*))+. 
Thus, by (a) we can define T: C(X)-*C( Y) by 
Tf = .,cA df(x) -f(xo)W{x$+ ++fboW,+ IISlll~h cfg GV). 
I 
By (b) and (c), it is easy to verify that Tr S and TkO, so TE L?(C(X), k(Y)). 
Hence, SE y”‘(C(X), C(Y)). It remains to prove I( S II = llSllr. For any f E C(X) 
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with /ifll I 1, setting h : = +@I,+ IlSlll r), we have 
I/W- S>fll = 
= sup I 
YCY 
z* fWl~l,,,Wl +fw(wY) - Sl,cv> - I XA !~l,,,ol)l)l I 
5 sup ImY) - %o)l = IISII *
Yey 
Hence, I/S/I+ /12T-SI/ s /IS/I. Consequently, \lSll = IISjlr. 
(l)*(4). Assume X1=(x1, . . . . xn}. Since (3) holds, there are open and 
compact subspaces Xr , . . . , X, such that X= Uy= r Xi and each Xi is the one- 
point compactification of a discrete space. For every gE C(X,), we define 
g*E C(X) by 
g*(x) = g(x) if x E Xi 
g*(x) =o if XEX\Xi. 
Thus, every f E C(X) can be expressed by f = (&,)* + . . . + (j-IX,)*. 
For SE p(C(X), C(Y)), define Si E y(C(X,), C(Y)) by 
$g=Sg* for all gEC(Xj) (i= 1, . . ..n). 
By (i)*(iii), for each i there is a TiES?‘(C(Xi),C(Y)) with Ti>Si. NOW, we 
define TE U’(C(X), C(Y)) by 
Tf = T,(jjx,) + . . . + T,dflx,) for all f E C(X). 
For every f~ C(X) + , 
Tf=T,cfl,,)+...+TncfIx,)~~~dfIx,)+...+~,cflx,) 
= S(fl&) * + . . . + S(fJX”> * = Sf, 
we obtain Tz S. Consequently, S E U’(C(X), C(Y)). 
(4) * (5) and (iii) * (iv) are trivial. 
(5)*(6) and (iv)*(v) by Corollary 1.4. 
(6)*(l) and (v)*(i) by Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.11. Cl 
By Theorem 2.12, we have 5?(C[O, 11, c) # Y’(C[O, 11, c) and 9(Z,, c) # 
# Y’(E,, c). Furthermore, using Corollary 1.4, respectively, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.14. Y(C[O, 11, CIO, 11) # Ur(CIO, 11, CIO, 11) and S!(l,, CIO, 11) # 
f: ~‘Ucn, CP, 11). 
About the relationship between y(C(X), C(Y)) and 5?‘(C(X), C(Y)) we only 
have a partial result as follows. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces. Suppose there 
exists a nontrivial convergent sequence in Y. Then the following assertion (7) 
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is equivalent with the assertions (1) to (6) of Theorem 2.12 and the following 
assertion (vi) is equivalent with the assertions (i) to (v) of Theorem 2.13. 
(7) =3CW), a Y)) = WC(x), C(Y)). 
(vi) LF(C(X), C(Y)) = P(C(X), C(Y)). 
PROOF. (4) * (7) is trivial. (7) * (6) by Corollary 1.3. 
(iii) =) (vi) is trivial. (vi)*(v) by Corollary 1.3. •i 
It is interesting that, in case that there exists a nontrivial convergent sequence 
in Y, the relationship between P(C(X), C(Y)) and P(C(.X), C(Y)) depends 
only on X and not on any further properties of Y. Thus, we have 
COROLLARY 2.16. Let Y be a compact Hausdorff space in which there exists 
a nontrivial convergent sequence. Then 9(l,, C(Y)) # -F(l,C( Y)) and 
=eao, 11, cc YN + -nw, 119 a v. 
But, in case that there is no nontrivial convergent sequence in Y, and X does 
not satisfy (1) of Theorem 2.12, we still do not know what happens between 
P(C(X), C(Y)) and -P;“‘(C(X), C(Y)) except for the following special case. If Y 
is extremally disconnected (so, C(Y) is an order complete AM-space with unit), 
by Theorem 1.5 of Chap. iv of [S], S?(C(X), C(Y)) = Y’(C(X), C(Y)). 
As the end of this paper, we put a table below about what we have discussed. 
1,(15q<w) L co c a09 11 
11 =, Th. 2.1 =, Th. 1.0 =, Th.2.1 =, Th. 2.1 =, Th. 2.1 
I,(1 <PC =I Th. 2.3 =, Th. 1.0 =, Th. 2.2 =, Th. 2.2 E, Th. 2.2 
co #, Cor. 2.6 =, Th. 1.0 =, Th. 2.2 =, Th. 2.2 5, Th. 2.2 
C f, Cor. 2.1 =, Th. 1.0 f, Th. 2.8 =:) Th. 2.13 5, Th. 2.13 
La #, Th. 2.9 =, Th. 1.0 #, Th. 2.8 #, Th. 2.12 f, Th. 2.12 
CPA 11 f, Th. 2.9 =, Th. 1.0 #, Th. 2.8 f, Th. 2.12 f, Th. 2.12 
C(x) f, Th. 2.9 =, Th. 1.0 f, Th. 2.8 Th. 2.12, 2.13 Th. 2.12, 2.13 
C(Y) 
I, Th. 2.1 
=, Th. 2.2 
=, Th. 2.2 
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